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Yankee 
Ingenuity

WriTTEN bY paula marshall   PhOTOgraPhY bY michael partenio 
PrOduCEd bY karin lidbeck-brent

Serial renovators 
preserve the spirit 
of a 200-year-old 
Connecticut home  
but infuse it with  
modern comfort.
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Light Touch
Soft hues of yellow 
and green keep the 
small living room 
feeling airy and 
bright—perpetually 
in summer light. A 
large mirror reflects 
natural light deep 
into the room. 



Aa
after renovating three homes and custom-building two 
new ones in fewer than 20 years, a Connecticut couple 
went down a familiar path when they bought a 200-year-
old riverfront house. it was the conclusion of a nearly two-
year home search. The sale closing was done by phone and 
fax across the atlantic Ocean (the couple found the house 
the day before a trip to africa).

They knew renovating would be next, but they didn’t 
know how much work the house needed to get into shape. 
anyone without previous home renovation experience, 
however, might have walked away when the project took as 
many turns as the meandering waterway down the bank. 

The homeowners thought the home needed a small-
scale renovation, driven mostly by upgrading mechani-
cal systems. but as work began, evidence of a major fire 
in the kitchen, repaired by simply covering the damage 
with fresh wallboard, revealed itself. Thus, a checklist of 
repair work began mounting—one that would take more 
than 14 months to complete. Fortunately, the couple had 
a trusted architect and interior designer, both of whom 

pages 48–49  Custom-designed, the dining 
room mural honors the home’s americana 
roots and riverfront location.
left  the newly configured courtyard 
now properly focuses on the front door, 
eliminating confusion. a new gray, black, 
and white paint scheme suits the home’s 
Colonial style.
below  original to the house, the solid-
wood front door sets the tone for a warm 
welcome into the home.

they’d worked with before. The architect, Mark Finlay, also 
knew this particular home, having completed a renovation 
there some 12 years earlier that included the addition of 
the family room.

The wife knew that having well-stated expectations 
would make the process go more smoothly. She articulated 
her top priorities to Finlay: maximize views of the water, 
create space for one son living at home and two grown sons 
who frequently visit, enlarge the kitchen, and add modern 
amenities. all of this while staying true to the spirit of the 
Colonial-era home.

With the river so close, the home’s footprint couldn’t be 
enlarged. Finlay would have to create extra space within 
the home’s existing boundaries. That approach suited 
the history of the house: “We looked hard at every nook 
and cranny,” Finlay says. “This house is about Yankee 
mentality—nothing’s wasted.”

Finlay also understood the couple’s desire for comfort at 
two levels: every day and entertaining. “The house expands 
well for entertaining with a large dining room and family room. 
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Blue to Green
While the rug’s blue 
is deep and cool, 
the homeowners 
and designer 
wanted a fresher, 
warmer tone. They 
chose a greenish 
blue as part of 
a more vibrant 
scheme.

RemodelingCenter.com
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opposite and left  new millwork 
appropriate to the style of the house 
frames the fireplace. with an old hallway 
gone, a second bookcase was added on the 
other side of the fireplace, giving the room 
a pleasing, period-appropriate symmetry. 
a paint technique using layers of slightly 
different hues adds depth and a perceived 
patina to new woodwork.

Color Palette
Designer Brian McCarthy, addressing 
the homeowners’ desire to maximize the 
home’s feeling of brightness, started his 
palette by including a shade of yellow in 
each room. 

Sunshine to Subtle
The brightest yellow, in the master bed-
room, plays up the color’s sunny side 
and lets it dominate. The dining room 
yellow is tamed with a wash for a more 
formal mood. Elsewhere, yellow serves 
a secondary role. The living room has 
yellow accents including a comfy chair. 
Walls in the entry and kitchen are neu-
trals with yellow accents for warmth.

but comfort is the most important thing,” he says. The 
home’s smaller rooms weren’t enlarged; they were instead 
outfitted with small-scale furniture, creating an intimate 
feeling for daily living.

One key, Finlay says, to creating a comfortable, modern 
house without detracting from the home’s historic integrity 
is to conceal the decidedly unglamorous mechanical ele-
ments. New wiring was easily hidden, but to accommodate 
the bulk of the systems, Finlay carved a full basement out 
of the crawlspace. and a modern geothermal system winds 
under the driveway so indoor comfort doesn’t require large 
air-conditioning units that disrupt views. Finlay credits 
these clever solutions to two of his partners “who are genius 
at technical stuff,” he says.
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Voice of Experience
Creating a 21st-century kitchen that respects a 
room’s 18th-century heritage takes some seri-
ous thought. Architect Mark Finlay believes it’s 
important to celebrate the age of the existing 
materials and to match them with new sur-
faces that complement them. In this kitchen, 
he and the homeowners chose a soapstone 
sink and stone countertops. In helping with 
scale, Finlay advised covering the refrigera-
tor and dishwasher with panel fronts to avoid 
large, uninterrupted expanses of sheet metal, 
which would have seemed out of context. For 
hardware and plumbing fixtures, traditional,  
rounded designs finish the look.

right and opposite  only slightly larger, 
the smart new kitchen layout readily 
accommodates modern appliances, takes 
better advantage of the river views, and 
maintains the intimate appeal of the 
original space. Reclaimed wood floors and 
exposed beams keep the rustic appeal.

The previous owners had swapped the living room and 
dining room positions, but the couple saw the wisdom of 
the original floor plan and put the rooms back in their 
places. Now, the dining room is spacious enough to ac-
commodate a large, elegant table, but it’s the only room 
on the first floor without river views. To compensate for 
the lesser view, interior designer brian McCarthy commis-
sioned a mural of water, islands, and plant life in a style 
reminiscent of 19th-century muralist rufus Porter. 

Corals, greens, and pale blues used in the mural—
and, subsequently, the rest of the house—came from a 
rug the homeowners brought from their previous house. 
“Flowing from the dining room, it was a sequence of 
color in a variety of contexts,” McCarthy says. “Everything 
unfolded from there.” his established working relationship  
with the wife quickly narrowed options. She was so  
confident of McCarthy’s choices that her only request was 
including water in the mural—style, imagery, and colors 
were entrusted to McCarthy and his vision of the home’s  
color palette.
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Water Colors
To celebrate the 
kitchen’s river views,  
a green-blue was 
chosen for cabinets. 
Applying paint 
with gently varying 
shades mimics the 
water’s surface. 



Find more flooring inspiration at 
RemodelingCenter.com/renstyle.
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Designer Brian McCarthy loves to 
employ patterned floors and found 
that easy to accommodate through-
out this home. In the entry (opposite, 
bottom left), he wanted a bold graphic 
statement that celebrated the texture 
of natural wood. The classic painted 
checkerboard is perfectly suited to the 
task. In the master bath (this photo), a 
checkerboard on wood planks creates 
architectural unity and adds warmth. 
The custom-hooked rugs continue the 
graphic edge while reflecting the col-
ors of the rooms. In the living room 
(opposite, top left), bolder colors prevail. 
While in the master bedroom (oppo-
site right), McCarthy used warm colors to 
accentuate the room’s natural bright-
ness and peacefulness.

Colorful Floor 
Options



before

above  the master bath includes modern 
design sensibilities with dual sinks and plenty 
of storage. Molding on the medicine cabinets 
and skirts under the sink are respectful of the 

home’s style. 
above right age-appropriate elements—a 

coffered ceiling, butted board on the walls, 
and new millwork detail around windows and 
on the fireplace—align the master bedroom‘s 

architecture with the home’s original core.  

Flooring throughout the house is a stylemaker. beyond 
the notable dining room rug, the kitchen floors are 
reclaimed wood, and a painted checkerboard pattern adds 
a playful feel in the entryway. 

a small hallway was absorbed into the kitchen, allowing 
elbowroom for the cook, easy passage to other rooms, and 
a small eating area with river views. Original timbers in the 
ceiling keep the history of the house on display. The room 
is the daily gathering place for the family. Finlay respected 
the wisdom of the room’s placement and understands the 
appeal. “it’s the best spot in the house,” he says. 

green is the wife’s favorite color, and McCarthy saw it 
as the right direction for the kitchen. “This room connects 
the front and back of the house,” he says, “so i needed a 
strong color to wake up the room.”

“green works in unison with the other rooms but  
has it’s own sensibility,” McCarthy says. Tempered with 
blue, the unique hue reflects shades of the water outside. 
beige on the walls creates a soft landing and makes the 
cabinets pop.

upstairs, a masterful reworking of existing space 
and the addition of a closet and bath above the master  
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Bright Idea
Creating brightness 
requires a touch 
of dark tones. The 
designer used 
flecks of brown to 
re-create the look 
of dappled sunlight 
and to accentuate 
the lighter hues.

“A successful palette includes
colors that work in unison
but allow each room its own sensibility.”

DeSigner BriAn McCArThy



ResouRCes page 122

above  the house sits so close to the water 
one of the homeowners says it feels like you’re 

on a boat. the proximity makes boating a 
pleasurable ease. 

bedroom yielded areas to accommodate all three sons and 
greatly improved storage. The wife credits her design team 
for making the best use of space. 

Yellow became the unanimous color of choice for the 
master bedroom. borrowing from the palette established 
downstairs, McCarthy created accents with shades of com-
plementing sagey greens and blues.

his introduction of brown, however, met some resis-
tance from the homeowner. “She’s not a ‘brown’ person,” 
McCarthy says. “but a touch of brown is a wake-up call for 
the room.”

The brown is part of the room’s finishing touch: a 
hooked rug with splashes of brown, yellow, and blue—
custom-designed by McCarthy. he created rugs for other 
rooms as well, and each of them creates continuity of color 
and texture.

“They’re traditional, but jazzy,” McCarthy says of the 
colorful rugs. “They help reinterpret the spirit of the house 
for the 21st century.”
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arChiTECT  MArk A. FinlAy   
dESigNEr  BriAn j. McCArThy  LaNdSCaPE CONSuLTaNT  TiM pATerSon

4,148 square feet

already close to the water and with a previous 
addition, the footprint of the old fisherman’s 
cottage could not be enlarged. Smarter use of 
existing space negated the restriction. a small 
upper-level addition yielded more storage and 
an additional bath. redesigning the kitchen 
added space and greatly improved function. 

The Plans, before 
& after

befoRe
A previously added 
structure housing 
guest quarters and 
a garage allows for 
more usable space 
in the main home. 

afteR
Adding an upper 
level above the 
master suite 
allowed for an 
additional bath.

Using every inch, 
the architect added 
more storage with 
a clever upstairs/
downstairs master 
closet.

Upper leVel

MAin leVel

living

Upper leVel MAin leVel

faMily

dining

kit

living

bedRooM

MasteR
bedRooM

bedRooM

study

guest

dining

kit

bedRooM

MasteR 
bedRooM

study

foyeR

faMily

bedRooM

bedRooM

Taking advantage of 
a removed hallway, 
the new kitchen has 
more space and easy 
access to the newly 
positioned dining 
room.

gaRage

guest

The small kitchen 
was perfectly placed 
but poorly laid out. 

A previous family 
room addition 
had maxed the 
allowable footprint 
of the house.  

bedRooM

gaRage

deCk

deCk
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